2 Westerham now:
its special character
An appreciation of the landscape and history which have
shaped Westerham and a brief examination of the evolution
of the town, and its special characteristics.
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Westerham now: its special character
This section reviews the features of Westerham that are the most
important to understanding why it is the way it is now: what
gives Westerham the special character that the Which Way
Westerham proposals must protect.

The big challenge is managing the changes in ways that will ensure
that Westerham never loses its special characteristics, but instead
benefits from the opportunities that properly directed and managed
change can bring.

The concerns of this section are those which are most important to the
masterplan for guiding the town’s future growth:

We understand that people are, inevitably, worried that change
– most particularly change caused by new development or major
infrastructure – will spoil what they value most. People worry because
they have seen that happen – too often.

• the town’s physical features and visual characteristics together
with the forces that explain and have shaped them;
• the town’s growth and its physical legacy in the town’s
distinctive plan form, townscape and buildings;
• the town’s landscape and its evolution as the town’s economy
has diversified and grown;
• the part that has been played by the Darent Valley in shaping
the town – its landscape and economy;
• the part played by the relatively recently designated AONB
to preserving its landscape and Green Belt in preventing the
encroachment of the town into the countryside around it; and

But when new development has been damaging, it is very often
because the new development does not ‘fit’ – either because of its
scale or where it is located, or the way it looks, or because of the
activities it accommodates or generates or, worse still, because of all
of these at once.
That will not happen here. We have taken care to understand
Westerham’s special character so that we can protect and enhance
that character – using the Which Way Westerham proposals as a
positive force for doing so. And we have done a great deal of work to
understand Westerham’s needs and its “trajectory”, both as a physical
place and as a social-economy.

• the implications of all of this for the landscape-led masterplan
for siting and shaping the Which Way Westerham proposals.
We take the view that an understanding of a town’s past should be
a springboard to shaping its future. That starting point is never more
important than it is in Westerham – an historic town that enjoys
statutory protection both for much of its historic fabric and for the
landscape that it sits within, and which is also highly valued by those
who are fortunate enough to live there.
But the starting point is not the only consideration. Change is
inevitable: society continues to evolve; the needs of people and their
families – as well as their aspirations for their, and their children’s,
futures – change as new opportunities arise and others close down;
the economy and the town’s place will continue to evolve; and the
natural environment in which all this is happening will continue
to have to grapple with and manage the challenges from climate
change.
Thus it is also essential that these forces too are understood – making
best use of established tools for informed and evidence-driven futuregazing. We summarise what we have learned.
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The significance of the setting of the historic town
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The area of significance of the
setting of the historic town has,
over time, become smaller and
more fragmented.

In 1800 the relationship between the town and its landscape was clear. That has been eroded but our strategic plan, page
35, aims to reinstate this and improve the AONB in accordance with the AONB Management Plan.

As the social and economic relationship
between the town and its landscape changed,
the intimate setting of the historic parts of
the town, which are now the Conservation
Area where most of the listed buildings are
concentrated, also changed. Post 19th century
development has not always been respectful of
this, or of the historic core. Our proposals aim
to enhance this setting.
View looking west across King Georges' playing fields from the Public Right of Way towards St Mary's church. The setting of
St Mary's church has been compromised by the foreground clutter of recreation facilities and industrial units. The floodlighting
columns are intrusive appearing as the same height as the spire of the Church. At night the intrusion is particularly marked.
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Expansion of the town
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The expansion of the town for social and commercial
reasons follows the communications routes which in turn
are related to the topography. The relationship between
the town expansion of 1805 to the present day is set
out in the diagrams left. There is a general pattern of
infilling between the communications routes of the earlier
settlement which has often led to the loss of distinctiveness
of Westerham. This process seems to have started at the
beginning of the 19th Century and continues today.
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The past as a springboard for the future ...
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Townscape analysis
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An initial townscape and constraints analysis of
the western and eastern proposed development
areas has been undertaken. This analysis
has been used to produce initial proposals
illustrated later.
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Westerham’s suburbs bear little relation
to the surrounding countryside or local
vernacular or to the original townscape
which was related to the countryside. The
townscape result is a haphazard mix of
streets that only really reflect national
fashion in house design of their era. They
do little to add to the character of the town
established by the High Street and the
surrounding landscape.
Each of the perceived neighbourhoods has
been named to allow discussion of their
qualities later.

1 Farley Common
large bungalows and midcentury detached houses
in large plots hidden from
public view by vegetation.
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late century suburban
detached houses with
unenclosed front gardens
and dominated by garage
doors and bulky window
frames. Brick and tile
colours/materials not
indigenous to the locality.

3 Granville Road - Paddock
complete streets
characteristic of post war
‘garden city’ style suburban
and standardised housing
with mainly hedge-lined
front gardens.

4 Buckham Thorn
complete streets
characteristic of post war
‘garden city’ style suburban
and standardised housing
with mainly hedge-lined
front gardens. The private
end of the road is highly
vegetated with trees with
the detached houses
obscured among them.
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Townscape analysis

7 Quebec Ave

5 Rysted Lane
early 20C and mid-century
detached and terraced
brick and rendered houses
in moderate plots lining
a small watercourse that
follows the lane. New infill
development on some plots.

9 Madan Road

8 Trotts Lane

6 Court Lodge
large detached early 20C
and modern development
mainly in large plots and
with dense tree cover.
Recent new estate on
elevated ground to rear.

early 20C terraces and
mid-century ‘garden city’
inspired fletton brick semi
detached houses with
modest front gardens.
Streets with small greens.

low pitched roof terraced
blocks in orthogonal layouts
with unenclosed front
gardens and penetrated
by alleys. Fenestration in
proportions characteristic of
the 1960s. Mixed fascias
in concrete tile hanging or
plastic cladding.

mid-century brick and
render mainly detached
suburban homes with deep
plots allowing for well
planted front gardens

10 High Street
densely built up burgage
plots lining the High Street
with 3 to 3 and a half
storey terraces with alleys
and covered cartways
between to backs of
outbuildings, car parks and
infill development.

11 Squerryes riverside
the ‘backs’ to the rear
of the burgage plots
of the High Street is
occupied by Squerryes
Lodge and occasional
other larger detached
dwellings amongst leafy
large gardens lining the
River Darent and border
Squerryes estate park.

12 Hosey Common Road
mid-century brick and
render suburban larger
detached houses in leafy
plots elevated above the
road

The different characters of the identified residential areas are all typical of their time - reflecting social
aspirations, needs, availability of materials and cars and to an extent, fashion.
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Key views in and from the town
The key views in orange below are taken from the Conservation Area
Appraisal published by Sevenoaks District Council. In addition, there
are a small number of other key sites to be considered (dark blue). It
is important that any key views are taken into account in development
proposals.

views from CA appraisal
other views to church spire
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1

The unfolding view into the town entering on the A25 from
the west

8

Glimpses through to the historic settlement along London
Road from the north

2

The view to St Mary’s Church from the junction of Hosey
Hill and the A25

9

Downs, from the carriageway of the George and Dragon
pub.

3

Glimpses into and out of Mill Street

10 The intriguing glimpses into the pedestrian area of Fullers

4

Unfolding views of the Green from the westerly approach

5

Views to the east from St. Mary’s churchyard and to the
Greensand ridge

6

The unfolding views to the north from the footpath adjacent
to the church

7

The eastern approach to the Green, with its statues
prominent, from Market Square

14

Hill from the Market Square

11 The regular rhythm and planned form of the Victorian

Stratton Terrace and New Street, easily viewed from the
High Street

12 Glimpses into and from Lodge Lane
13 The landmark of the old Forge at Verrall’s Corner at the

junction with Mill Lane, viewed from the eastern approach

14 The change from rural to built form as seen in views from

the western approach, at the junction with Goodley Stock
Road

15 Vistas across the town, and to the Downs, seen from the
parkland to the south

16 Glimpses to the former mill race and ponds from the
footpaths to the south

17 Farleycroft over rooftops to church spire
18 London Road glimpse of historic town and church spire over
roofs of modern buildings

19 Views across playing fields to church spire

Quality of building frontages
The character of the historic town is created by the sense of
enclosure produced by the buildings and streets, the scale
of the buildings, their colour, texture and materials, and
importantly by the quality of their frontages. It is in the
frontages that their history can be read; the reason for their
existence (residential/commercial/trade), their materials and

hence the landscape which produced them, their social status
(whether ‘designed’ or ‘vernacular’), the width of their frontages
and whether they have been adapted over time. The character
of the town centre is related to the quality of the frontages.
There are important lessons here for any development proposals.

frontage
frontagewith
withpositive
positive
townscape
quality
townscape quality
frontagewith
withnegative
negative
frontage
townscape
quality
townscape quality
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Character reflection
What can be learned from the existing character of the
town and how might it be applied, where desirable, to new
development?

town character

Suburban homes on rectangular plots with large garden and plenty of light
and air.

rural edge
Individual detached homes in large well planted plots.

existing

Burgage plots formed next to main routes with river behind with
outbuildings accumulated in courts to rear.

mid-town suburb

new

character changes as density reduces

Narrow deep plots related to main movement route with deep back courts
creating character of old Westerham.
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Using modern equivalent homes with local materials and features to
maintain link with the Westerham landscape.

Low density development could have high sustainability criteria and its
landscape setting would be part of the overall landscape masterplan
providing space for landshare.

Character reflection in new development
New interpretations of Wealden houses
using modern methods of construction.

The character of the town is a reflection
of building form, materials, grain and
density. This can be replicated in
modern development.

rural edge/
outliers

suburb

town
character

Westerham buildings
Hipped and gable roofs, jettied upper floors
and rectangular proportioned windows
provide the key characteristics of the
locality, added to the use of the red clay
brick, tile roofs and tile hangings.
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The historic landscape
This reasons for Westerham’s original existence are rooted
in the landscape and its attributes in terms of economic
potential, communications and natural resources. This
assessment of the history of the landscape is aimed at
ensuring that the introduction of new development is
sited to respect that history, and that the history of the
landscape informs the design of the proposals themselves.
The Darent Valley
The historic landscape pattern of the Darent Valley has a strong eastwest alignment of the ridges and valley.
Superimposed on this east-west alignment are the historic north-south
drove routes used to move animals from the valley to the ridges, and
goods and animals from the coast to London. This led to the northsouth alignment of the land holdings in the ‘lathes’ and ‘hundreds’
that are also evident in Surrey.
The Surrey - Kent border was once the demarcation between
Kingdoms, and is still marked by a remnant dyke, now a Scheduled
Monument.
Some field patterns, the result of Parliamentary enclosure, have been
eroded around Westerham where market gardening, then the railway
and later agricultural intensification and quarrying for sand have
taken place.
As a result of these activities, the landscape pattern to the east and
west of Westerham has been severely eroded. Yet this land has an
inherent sensitivity since it is part of the much larger Kent Downs Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty - a statutory protection to conserve
and enhance the designated area’s natural beauty. In contrast,
the parklands and wooded commons to the south of the A25 in
Westerham remain in place although disrupted to an extent by linear
residential development.
To the north Westerham’s valley landscape has been severed by the
M25 which cuts through woodlands, field boundaries, footpaths
etc, isolating Westerham from its northern farmlands and the North
Downs.

The findings of this historic landscape study will allow the
development to reinterpret or even reinstate some of the
attributes which are characteristic of the AONB and hence
to allow the proposals to restore key qualities of the AONB
in this area.
18

Tandridge Hundreds

Westerham and Darent Valley
Hundreds

North-south cross valley division of the landscape has been
apparent for many centuries, presumably for reasons of economy.
The agricultural potential of valley bottom, well drained slopes and
wooded areas can be more easily shared between interests if northsouth ‘slices’ through the valley are made.

The historic landscape
This map, circa 1800, records primarily landscape
information reflecting the concerns of the time; the
woodlands, hills and commons are shown clearly as they
were vital to everyday existence and, with communications,
were the source of the economy. A north/south grain to the
landscape and communication patterns is discernible.

The use of the landscape by man, over the centuries, has
resulted in a distinctive vegetation pattern which is the result
of management for economic purposes. This pattern changes
continuously as economic requirements change. A key indicator
of this is field sizes and the form, regularity and method of their
enclosure locally.

Begg
ane

ars L

M25

Covers Farm
Sand Pit
Extent of
Westerham in
2016

Westerham Hundreds map circa 1800

1860 OS map (pre railway) with the 2016 extent of Westerham, the M25 and Beggars Lane, and
Covers Farm sand pit superimposed.

This historic map of c.1860 shows how the field pattern to the west of
Westerham consisted of irregular fields around Covers Farm. The pattern
here, however, has now disappeared with the quarrying activities that
took place through the 20th century. The landscape pattern east of
Westerham was already being eroded in mid Victorian times by large
nurseries and then by the railway which also cut through this area and
further changed field patterns and enclosure. It was subsequently partly
developed in the mid 20th century for residential suburbs, employment
and sports uses. The remaining arable fields were retained as a single
open field with no hedgerows or trees except on the boundaries, and
a single specimen oak. The average field size in the valley was about
7ha. The current field is over 27ha.
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The historic landscape

1869

1909

In 1869 the agricultural field patterns are largely intact though market gardens are
impacting on the landscape.

In the early 20th Century there is sporadic development and some hedgerow removal
west of Farley Common to the north and the east. Railway associated development
has largely replaced the eastern area of market gardening

1957

2007

Infilling development continues in the Post-war period. Sand is being extracted to the
west ...

... but by 2000 the railway has disappeared and the sand quarry at Covers Farm is
largely worked out. Suburban development and infilling has greatly increased. The
M25 and Beggars Lane are constructed and further field pattern consolidation has
occurred.
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The wider landscape context
The landscape analysis and appraisals which follow were
undertaken to inform the landscape-led masterplan and have
two broad objectives:

The River Darent flows in an easterly direction from Westerham to
Sevenoaks and then northwards to South Darenth where it flows out
of Sevenoaks District through to Dartford and the River Thames.

• to provide the evidence needed to site and design the new
development in ways that respond to the analysis and reflect
Westerham’s distinctive landscape and morphology (to
guide where development can best be placed)

The upper catchment is a valley between the North Downs Chalk
scarp slope and the gentler dip slope of the Lower Greensand.
The river is fed from a series of springs from the Chalk and Lower
Greensand along the valley.

• to inform the development design response to ensure it is
sympathetic to the town’s form, permeability and movement
patterns

Throughout the District the course of the Darent has been frequently
modified by the mills that used to operate along this stretch, with
the river course having been diverted along the valley side, and in
places enlarged upstream of the mills to meet their need for water. In
some reaches this has resulted in the current river channel not being
at the lowest point of the valley and, together with some abrupt
changes of direction, this exacerbates flooding issues in high flows.
More recently, gravel extraction has further altered the hydraulics of
the river flows and groundwater. There are localised areas around
Westerham that lie within flood zones 2 and 3. In Westerham
flooding has occurred to property, notably in 1968 and in winter
2002/2003 with recent flooding of properties on Goodley Stock
Road.

The masterplan introduced in Section 4 is firmly rooted in
the landscape of Westerham and its context: its landscape of
geology, rivers, climate and vegetation which gave rise to a
local economy which evolved with the passage of time into the
political boundaries, communications networks and economic
infrastructure that we see today.
The notes that follow set out the key factors which have
had a bearing on the masterplan: in the choice of land to
accommodate the 600 proposed dwellings; in the proposals for
mitigating any impact of that development on the AONB; and
in the proposals for repairing the town’s landscape where there
are opportunities to restore the characteristics which the AONB
designation seeks to conserve and enhance.

Kent Downs
Surrey Hills

Westerham

potential surface water flooding

Topography, geology and hydrology
The cultural heritage, land use and evolution of the landscape
character is rooted in its geology.
Westerham lies within the Darent Valley which is contained by the
chalk hills of the North Downs to the north, rising to 260m, and the
greensand ridge to the south. The Darent Valley around Westerham
lies at around 110-140m AOD.
The valley is mainly agricultural land with the drier slopes, below
the chalk scarp being more productive and used for cattle grazing
and arable and more recently for vineyards. The gault clays that
underlay parts of the valley are heavy and difficult to work, whilst
the steep, convoluted greensand slopes have remained as woodland
and commons, reflecting the poor quality of the soils. The heavily
wooded greensand ridge also contains parkland landscapes, often
associated with historic estates, such as Squerryes, as well as some
large residential properties.
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The Kent Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Westerham and land to the north, south and east are overwashed by
the Kent Downs AONB designation (61% of the Sevenoaks District is
in AONB).
The statutory purpose of the AONB designation is ‘to conserve and
enhance the natural beauty of the area’.
Kent Downs is continuous with the Surrey Hills AONB to the west.
The special character and qualities of the Kent Downs AONB are:
• dramatic landform and views with chalk scarp of North Downs
and greensand ridge
• biodiversity rich habitats
• mixed farmed landscape - arable and pasture
• woodlands (often ancient) and trees

Kent Downs AONB Landscape Design Handbook Local
Character Area Design Guidelines, West Darent aims to
• conserve the pattern of irregular wet pastures in the valley bottom,
and the form and features of historic parkland around the Pilgrims
Way
• create wooded links/shaws from the wooded ridge to the base of
the scarp
• conserve and manage scarp-top woodlands
• integrate any new development around the edge of the scarp foot
and river valley settlements by copse and thick hedgerow planting
• integrate the motorway corridor with a strong framework of copses
and hedgerows

• rich legacy of historic and cultural landscape

• seek the use of sympathetic local materials – brick, tile, ragstone and
flint

• geology and natural resources

• seek to reduce impact of motorway noise

• sense of tranquillity and remoteness

• conserve features of Pilgrims Way

• vibrant communities
The Kent Downs AONB Landscape Management Plan states that the
statutory duty of the AONB to ‘conserve and enhance’ can only be
achieved through management of the landscape.

The Darent valley within which Westerham is located is contained by the North Downs to the north and the greensand ridge to the south.
Westerahm is located in the low lying river valley with extensive agricultural land uses to the east and north.
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The Darent Valley landscape
At a more localised level within the Kent Downs AONB,
the upper Darent Valley has been a convenient location for
transport corridors, most recently for the M25 motorway
in the 1970s. Westerham’s area of the AONB has also
been impacted by minerals workings, a motorway service
area and other roads and the town expansion, to the point
where the landscape in this area does not always match
the characteristics of the AONB. The aerial photograph
below illustrates this.
Change along the Darent Valley has been a continuous
process but change in itself can bring opportunities.

There is further information and guidance from the:

Sevenoaks District Landscape Character Assessment 2017
Westerham lies within the Upper Darent Valley west LCA, a gently
undulating clay vale enclosed by the North Downs to the north and
wooded greensand ridge to the south. This part of the AONB is
characterised by:
• settlement pattern of riverside settlements along the Darent and
scattered farmsteads
• long views north and south
• historic north-south droves
• blocks of woodland, some ancient
• historic field patterns both regular and irregular

Key valued features:
• woodlands
• valuable semi natural habitats
• strong sense of time-depth due to historic field patterns and
local vernacular
Notwithstanding this intrinsic value the landscape character of the
west Darent valley has been eroded. The main causes are:
• farming intensification, sand quarrying, transport routes,
industry, insensitive expansion of villages
• noise, traffic, light pollution significantly affecting tranquillity
and dark skies

• pattern disrupted locally by transport corridors

Moorhouse sand
quarry

Moorhouse
industrial estate

Clacket Lane services
and hotels

Covers Farm Sand
Quarry

M25 motorway severs land holdings
and north-south historic drove
routes. Visual and noise intrusion.
SSSI divided; air pollution

Westerham
historic centre

town
expansion

large arable fields
- historic field
boundaries lost

Beggars Lane - relief
road- visual and
noise intrusion
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The contribution of landscape to Westerham’s special character
Westerham’s landscape character
The landscape that surrounds Westerham, and within which it sits,
plays a fundamental role in defining the town’s special character.
The importance of this landscape is underscored by its inclusion in
the Kent Downs AONB. As explained in the discussion that follows,
that protection does not mean that the AONB should not change, or,
more importantly still, that it will not anyway. Indeed the statutory
obligation is not just to conserve but also to enhance the natural
beauty of the landscape.
Whilst the AONB designation is an indicator of landscape value,
it is recognised that there is a complex relationship between the
landscape sensitivity and changes that might result from development
and that change does not necessarily compromise the special
characteristics on which the designation is based.
The AONB Management Plan states that:

The SDC assessment includes areas north, west and east of
Westerham within LCA W1 (which broadly covers REL character
areas 1-6 - see extracted LUC plan). The LUC study, for Sevenoaks
District Council, concluded that:

Figure 3.11: Westerham

Sevenoaks district boundary
Sensitivity assessment area
Area of outstanding natural
beauty

5a: Chevening Scarp

8a: Upper Darent Valley - West

high landscape sensitivity
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9a: Westerham to Sundridge
Parks and Farmlands

W2
W3

SDC conclude that, overall, area W1 has Medium sensitivity (for
commercial and residential development) with some areas, such as
to the north-east and west, having a sensitivity less than Medium.
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SDC’s landscape character assessment areas around
Westerham W1 broadly equates to REL’s LCAs 1-6

M25
3a
Rough Farmland

M25
5a
Wooded
Ridge

4b
enclosed
farmland

3b
Rough Farmland

4a
enclosed
farmland

2
Gently
Undulating
Arable

Playing
1
pitches
Darent Valley
Allotments
Community
Use

6
Covers Farm

Wooded
Pasture

5b

Farley Common
Wooded Ridge
Parkland
Industry/
Quarry

Parkland

medium landscape sensitivity

6a: Chevening Scarp Foot
Farmland

Westerham

W1

10a

The sensitivity assessment undertaken by REL accords with the
broader-brush landscape sensitivity assessment undertaken by LUC on
behalf of SDC and published in May 2017.

low landscape sensitivity

Landscape Character Areas
10a: Westerham and Brasted
Chart

‘Change reinforces and enhances the characteristics, qualities and
distinctiveness of the Kent Downs, its communities and economy’.

REL detailed landscape
character areas

Constraints including Sites of
Special Scientific Interest,
Flood zone 3, Scheduled
Monuments, Historic Parks
and Gardens and Ancient
Woodland

8a

‘landscape sensitivity varies across the area, for example areas
adjacent to the north eastern settlement edge have a lower
sensitivity due to the harsh settlement edge and disruption to rural
character from the motorway corridor, and the sand pit in the west
of the area has a lower sensitivity due to the loss of historic field
boundaries and landscape features, and its enclosure’.

’the principles of sustainable development are at the heart of the
management of the Kent Downs.’ (Section 3) and acknowledges that:

The detailed character assessment, undertaken by Rummey
Environmental (REL), has shown that there is considerable
variation in the quality, characteristics and sensitivity of
the landscape around Westerham. This detailed assessment
confirms that there are areas that are less sensitive with
respect to landscape character and visual amenity and that,
if development is directed towards these sites, there will be
minimal impact on the AONB and its primary purposes. This
analysis has underpinned the masterplan development, together
with sustainability considerations.

Sevenoaks Landscape
Sensitivity Assessment

6a

Squerryes
Parkland

The contribution of landscape to Westerham’s special character

LCA2 open arable fields to the east of Westerham. The field boundaries have been lost resulting in the area being open to Westerham and to the North Downs.
The urban edge is harsh with an abrupt edge to the arable fields. Many elements influence and detract from landscape character including the urban fringe uses,
noise, openness due to vegetation loss, unsympathetic treatments to road edges, the incongruous coniferous tree belt and floodlighting on the playing pitches

LCA3b is separated from Westerham by hedgerows and tree belts but is open to the M25 and North Downs to the north, although woodland on the lower slopes to
the north curtails views to this LCA. The land is rough grassland and has been cut off from associated farmland when the M25 was constructed. The M25 is poorly
integrated along the north side of Westerham and interrupts the valley landscape pattern

LCA 4a the fields are overlooked by houses on the north-east side of Farley Common which have an urbanising influence
on the landscape character. The western field slopes towards Croydon Road. Farley Common wooded ridge and the
greensand ridge beyond form a backdrop. Traffic noise influences landscape character

LCA4b rough pasture west of Croydon Road is enclosed by tree belts. The valley landscape along the Croydon Road is
mostly low lying and visually discrete with hedgerows and tree belts increasing the enclosure. There are some buildings in
the landscape including farm buildings and cottages and the urban edge is just visible in the valley. Traffic noise influences
landscape character
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The contribution of landscape to Westerham’s special character
Need and scope for landscape enhancement

Visual amenity & visibility

There is considerable potential to restore and repair the AONB
to recover its defining and special characteristics where these
have been eroded or lost and, in addition, enrich its biodiversity
value. Improvements could accrue to over 50ha of AONB, and are
possible because of the scale of the development, coupled with the
comprehensive approach to masterplanning and delivery.

Important views to the town have also been considered through
a comprehensive assessment of views to and from the town. The
assessment of visual context confirms that Westerham and its
hinterland are generally well contained within the landscape context
through a combination of topography and vegetation. The Church
is visible from some distant views mainly due to the prominence of
the spire and its location on a local ridge within the valley. Views to
the church spire could be framed in key locations and historic visual
connections reinstated enhancing their contribution to the significance
of this key heritage asset.

The opportunities which relate directly to the AONB design guidelines
include:
•

enhancements to the River Darent valley delivering conservation
of the pattern of irregular wet pastures in the valley bottom,
better linkages to the town, enhanced public access and greater
resilience to climate change;

•

enhancements to the landscape structure, especially where most
needed to the east of the town, as part of creating wooded
links/shaws to link the wooded ridges to the valley floor;

•

integration of proposed development around the river valley
settlement of Westerham using earthforms, woodlands, copses
and thick hedgerow planting, and other features characteristic
of the local landscape;

•

integration of the motorway corridor and Beggars Lane with
a strong framework of copses and hedgerows, earthforms and
woodlands; these will provide benefits by reducing road noise
and light pollution and capturing air pollutants, thus also helping
to improve tranquillity, considered to be a special quality of the
AONB;

•

the proposed development form and materials to reflect local
vernacular and settlement patterns and characteristics.

In addition, there are opportunities to repair other detracting
features such as the abrupt urban/rural interface that currently exists
to the east of the town, reinstate the grain of the landscape which
has been eroded, and enhance connections between the town and
its hinterland. This could include an interconnected footpath/cycle
network, community orchards, educational initiatives and significant
extensions to Common land. The opportunity to expand Common
land around Westerham would protect land from further development
in a stronger way than the Green Belt designation and allows the
Squerryes Estate to more effectively manage natural capital for future
generations.
Biodiversity-rich habitats are also a special quality of the AONB and
there are opportunities to target priority habitats characteristic and
valued within the AONB, in existing low biodiversity value areas.
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It is important that proposed development is carefully sited in least
visible areas. Where enclosure has been compromised through
historic loss of landscape features, such as to the north-east of the
town, then the opportunity to restore the landscape pattern also
brings the opportunity for development to be effectively integrated
into the repaired landscape. These measures will also contribute to
the better integration of existing development, whilst also enhancing
visual amenity for existing residents.

Westerham is generally well contained within the landscape through a
combination of topography and vegetation restricting views

The Which Way Westerham landscape framework
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Opportunities for restoring the valley landscape around
Westerham

• Darent river floodplain enhancements including wet meadows
and riverine vegetation to enhance biodiversity, flood resilience,
landscape character and recreation as part of Darent valley walk
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The diagram on the right pulls together the detailed analyses
of Westerham’s landscape and evolution, their contribution to
what makes Westerham special today and where ‘repairs’ are
needed to enhance the relationship still further. Particular
areas of the framework are: integrating the M25 into its
setting; linking up vegetation of visual and biodiversity value;
strengthening ecological and river corridors and improving
public access. These strategic aims accord precisely with the
Kent Downs AONB Landscape Management Plan.
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From the study of the forces which shaped the early
landscape and its use by man it can be seen that the
landscape around Westerham within the Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty is losing many of its characteristics through
development, infrastructure and farming changes. The aim is
to reinstate connection between development of the Which
Way Westerham proposals and its supporting landscape in
ways that respect and enhance the contribution of the AONB
to the town’s distinctive and defining special character.

• reconnected footpath network to better link town and countryside
• new landscape of shaws and copses to integrate Beggars Lane

greensand woodlands and commons
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The Green Belt
The overarching purpose of the Green Belt is to maintain
the openness of the countryside around Westerham, that
is, its freedom from development. To that extent, it could be
said that the Green Belt contributes to the town’s special
character insofar as the Green Belt assists in safeguarding
the countryside from encroachment and thus also prevents
neighbouring towns from merging with Westerham.

There are a handful of reasons why the Green Belt has proved less
effective in preserving Westerham’s setting and special character as a
historic town. The most important is the extensive belt of 20th century
development, largely built after WWII, that adjoins the historic town
to the north, north east and north west. The setting, though, remains
along the River Darent valley to the east and west of the town and
also to the north of the M25, although it has been degraded.

However, unlike the AONB, the Green Belt is not a qualitative
designation. Thus it makes no contribution to Westerham’s special
character that is independent from the qualities of the surrounding
landscape that are protected by the AONB.

Overall, Arup concludes, as we do, that where the Green Belt
is weakest in serving its purposes, the land is most capable of
accommodating new development without significantly infringing
those purposes.

SDC commissioned Arup to review, as part of the wider review of the
district’s Green Belt, the 571.4 ha of Green Belt land that surrounds
Westerham. Arup’s conclusions are similar to our own:

We are also mindful of the policy imperative where Green Belt
remains, of looking for opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation,
to retain and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and biodiversity
and to improve damaged land, as the Which Way Westerham
proposals demonstrate.

•

•

the Green Belt has little or no function for Westerham in
preventing the ‘unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas’ or in
assisting ‘urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of
derelict and other urban land’;
the Green Belt does, to an extent, contribute to preventing
coalescence. However there are large distances between
Westerham and the nearest towns (with the M25 additionally
intervening in the north), and with Which Way Westerham these
will remain;

•

the Green Belt, however, is much less effective in achieving the
purpose of preserving ‘the setting and special character of [the]
historic town’;

•

the Green Belt does succeed in its purpose of assisting
in safeguarding the countryside around Westerham from
encroachment, but least effectively in the areas to the north and
east of the town that are already heavily impacted by housing
expansion, floodlit playing pitches, traffic noise and visual
intrusion (A25, M25 and A233).
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As with the AONB, the Green Belt can only be amended in
exceptional circumstances – with the AONB additionally requiring
any major development to be demonstrably in the public interest.
The exceptional circumstances for Which Way Westerham together
with the public interest are outlined in Section 5.

“Where appreciable and un-interrupted by modern
development, the area’s setting alongside the River Darent, at
the foot of the Pilgrim’s Way, surrounded by agricultural fields
and scattered farmsteads contributes to its special character and
setting, reflecting both the impetus for the original settlement
and its continued economic reliance on agriculture. The
extended setting of the historic town with the backdrop of the
North Downs to the north and wooded hills and greensand
ridge to the east and south contributes to the area’s special
character and setting. However, the north and north east part
of the town have witnessed a high level of residential and
light industrial development during the twentieth to twenty-first
century. A small number of agricultural fields remain beyond
this development, comprising part of the Green Belt, which are
in turn bounded by the M25, a heavily urbanising influence
that is intrusive within the landscape, both visually and aurally.
Changes in the local economy have also led to the loss of
historic field patterns, whilst the agricultural surroundings have
been further altered to the west through quarrying activity.
Together these changes have reduced the contribution that the
surroundings make to the architectural and historic interest of
the conservation area, particularly to the north and northeast,
the areas that have been identified as most suitable to
accommodate new development.”
CgMs Heritage Consultants

